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This bOoklet, writtenfor teachers who have a student
with.cancer in their classes, answers questions and indicat,es other
sources of information and support. Suggestions are offered to hely,
teacberscontact close friends and, relatives who can facilitate the
.student's continued education. Explenations of cancer, various forams
of the disease, and its treatment and effects are discussed.
Approach is for dealing with the student, peers and classmates, and
parents are given, guidelines for school reentry are suggested, and
references to additional materials and organizations, are made. Other
health-related concerns about the student with cancer'are addressed
and special concerns of ,secondary school stada,nts ark discussed.
Cases of terminal illness and death ate reviewed in terms of doping
strategieS eMplqied by classmates and parenti. Resources for
additional information are zleb listed, including cancer intonation
orqanizations.and bibliographies for educators and children.
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Introduction

At some point iii your career as an edlicatoi, you may have a
young person with caner in your classroom or school: You

may be con;rned about the effects of this disease on the young
person and e ways you can help. Depending on your prior ex
periences with cancer, you may be apprehensive about your own
ability to handle your student's illness. You may, understandably,
know little about cancer in the young and wonder what to do or
say.
,
This booklet has been prepar ed to answer some of your Clues

Lions and to indicate other sources of information and support. It
will help you contact others who are close to your student to
facilitate the young person's continued education.
What follows are explariaiions of the disease, its treatment and
effects, suggested approaches for dealing with the young person,
classmates, and parents, guidelines for school reentry , and referral
to additional materials and organizations.
Much of this material is purposeftilly general. Medical explana
Lions, for instance' are not detailed because thlre are many types
of cancer in the young, and wide variations in response to treatment fqr each individual. Approaches to your student will also
depend on Vie facftities, and philosophy of the sthod1,4ifferent
teaching styles, and pseferendes of the parents and student.
lit any case,sou will undoubted' need moreli'pecific informa
tion on the student's situation. With kare#ital permission, school
personnel can'establish contact with
very who can further
explain the young person's medical and ion and answer other
questions as they arise. Members of e health care team may be
avidlable,on a continuing basis to 1st you with any other con
cerns. Parents and, in some cases, th student can keep you in
formed. Another important resourc! is the school nurse, whosan
also act as a liaison.
.
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Outlook.
oday the young person with cancer stantls a good chance of
surviving the diseisd,.\Long.term survival rates for several child
hood cancers are wellinicxcess of 50 percent. Advances in air

types of treatment,4luding surgery, radiation therapy (cobalt
or X-ray) andchtmotlierapy (ariticancer drug therapy), have
produced draft atid,increpses in survival rates.
Despite the outcome of the disease, it is important to pay,
attention to the quality of the young personas life. Although y
student has a serious illness, he is still growing and aevel4fing and
has the same educational and social needs-as his peers. *N.
,

1.

.Cancer in the Young

:And Its Treatment
1,

C ancei is actually a group of diseases, each with its own nartie,
its own treatment and its own chances for control or cure. It,
occuils when abnormal,cells begin to multiply and grow uncontrol
!ably, crowding out the normal cells.
Leukemias (cancers of..the blood producing tissues), lymph°
mas (cancels of the lymphatic system, the network carrying fluid
that, bathes body cells and is important in the body's defense
against clisease)and brain tumors accounefor a large proportion
of all cancers in young people. Solid tumors (e.g., bOtie) affecting
other parts of the bc;dy such as arms orjegs constitute nrolt of the
,
remainder of cancers occurring in young persons..
Early diagnosis is ofteg diffioult because many cancer symptoMs mimic those of other illnesses. If cancer is,suspected, many
pediatricians or,general practitioners refer the young person to a
medical center which has teams of cancer.specialists. If be family
.lives,sorne distance from the center, the local physician often
administers roodicines and participates in tare, Periodically the
young person returns to the cancer center for reevaluation.
The goal of treatment is to remove or destroy the abnormal
cells by surgery, radiation, or chemotherapy (anticaneei drug
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therapy), or some coMbinhtion of these methods. Instal treatment
may.lat intense and then inky become more moderate depending
upon the young person'iresponse. It may be necessary to con
tinue some form of treatment for many yetis.
Remission and relapse (or recurrence) are terms used to
describe different phases of the disease. Remission is present when
no detectable evidence of cancer is found. Relapse refers to the
return of the disease after apparent improvement -or a penod.of
remission. Following relapse, the young person again undergoes
treatment in an attempt to bring about remission. Although in
creasing numbers of young people are Maintainil their initial
)(remissions, others go through several mAleCtof rernissei and
relapse. There are also those who respond to treatmelit but do ricit
attain a state of complete remission. It is imPorlant to nole.that
failure to control a relapse often results in progression of the
disease,andeventual death. However, if a complete remissiou tori
tmuesdor a number of years, the patient's doctor may begin to
think of the young person as :loured."

Effects Of The Disease
And Treatment
7

Both the disease and treatment can produce physical changes in
the- patient such as nausea, Vomiting, and fatigue, 'Which de
crease energy levels and the ability to participate in school activities.

se

.

Other possible changes, which are usually temporary, include
weight gain or loss, mood swings, facial fullness and distortion,
problems with coonfmation, difficulties witfifine and gross
motorscontrol,, body marksresembling tattooes Which identify
site of radiation therapy, and muscle weaknets. Paz..ts with solid.
ttors may have surgical changes, such as amputation or scars
Hair loss occurs in many patients undergoing chemotherapy
and is, perhaps, to them the most disturbing aspect of their treat
ment. The hair may fall out suddenly or over a period of weeks
or months It may grow back while the patient is still receiving
therapy, but doesn't usually return to normal until after chenio
therapy is completed. The young person will aftFn wear a wig,
hat, or scarf to hide the loss.
Any of these physical changes can resulOrhears of or actual
teasing and rejection by peers and can create a reluctance to
resume friendships and return to school.
4
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Young peopIeswith cancer also must face emotional challenges.
They fear relapse and the subsequent repetition of treatments.
Emotional etieniy usually spent mastering basic developmental
skills how is used to cope with the illness. For example, teenagers
have difficulty attaining the independence so important to their
development when the disease forces them to be dependent oh
parents and caregivers. In addition, the young person mist learn to
deal with others who treat them differently betause of their
disepe and may subsequently seem to withdraw, regress, or
tecoine belligerent.

Schobl Reentry
young people with cancer can benefit from attending school
throughout their illness. They feel better if they are produc
tive in the role of learner, and need the satisfaction that academic
achievement brings.
Frequent absences.for medical reasons, overprotection and;or
overindulgence by parents, limitations on physical activity, and
social isolatiodtiend to be common obstacles to continued school
attendance. But these obstacles are not insurmountable. Success
MI reentry is possible given strong family reinforcement and
positive support from educators and caregivers.
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The Teadher
planning for the .student's return to class may cause you to id
dress your feelings about hfe.threateninIlliness. You might
find it helpfalto share your concerns with a physician, social
worker, or nurse from the student's treatment center. In your own
school,, assistance can be provided by the school nurse, counselor,
or an educator who has taught young people with cancer or other
chronic illnesses. Any of these professionals may also be able to
suggett classe.s to attend as well as literature that would be helpful.
Still, no matter how prepared you are, hiving a student with
cancer in the classroom can be emotionally demanding and time,
,consuming. There may be times when you feel unequal to the task
Or depressed about your student's situation. At these times, it
may help to know that health professionals who work with young
patients also are subject to these same emotions and rely on each
other and outside sources for support. Just as caregivers do, you should remind yourself that you're
part Of a Warn which includes parents, treatment center personnel
and other scho91 staff members. Whether working thfough your
own feelings, looking for advice, or fharing loss, support and
guidance should be available from others on your team.

What To Find Out

.

The second step in planning for the student's return is to gather
information about the young person's situation.
You should contact parents and treatment center staff (if
available) to'flnd out:
Specific type of cancered how it is being treated;
O Treatment the student is taking, when it is administered,
what potential side effeots are, and effects on appearance
and behavior;
L Approximate schedule of upcoMing treatment, procedures,
or tests that may result in the student's absence from the
elassrbom;
6
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o Limitations, if any, on the student's activities (Periodic up
dates from parents are also helpful.); ,
o What the student knows about the illness (Although current
policy is to be honest with young people who have cancer,.
there are exceptions.);
O For younger students, what the family would like classmates and school staff members to know;..O For adolescents, whether the student wishes to talk directly
with teachers about,any of the above points.

It)

.

Dealing With Parents
When talking with parents, usually a direct approachis best.
Most parents want teachers to ask about their child and his
diseale mitre willing to supply information. Also, remember that
if they are angry or sad (even to the pod t of tears) these feelings
are not necessftnly caused by nor directed to -you.
It parents are depressed, bailie, or overly anxious, a united
approach by school and health professionals can be reassuring to
parents and perhaps even encourage the young person's school
attendance. Treatment center psychologists and outreach profes
sionals can suggest other strategies appropriate to the situation.

What To Do
Once the information about the situation hal been obtained,
planning can proceed. If the treatjnent center-is close, doctoja,
nurses, or social workers, along with khotil personnel, and parents
can meet to prepare a joint plan. Eten if including caregivers is not
possible, a consistent plan or approach should be developed at a
meeting of school personnel ineluding:
d Designating one teacher, counselor, administrator, or school
7
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.nurse as the liaison between the school, the student's family
and the treatment center. Whatever the Ooice, the liaison
person should have the'time and be willing to assume the
responsibility for keeping all.the young person's teachers
and teachers of siblings informed.
This is especially important for junior and senior high
school students who come in daily contact with several
teachers, all of whom shouldshave accurate infOrmation on
the student's condition. Mother means of ensuring mforination dissemination is to arrange a meeting at the begin- ,
ning of each semester between'a member of the medical
staff and all teachers of the junior or senior high school
student. The ramily and student, of course, should give
consent for the meeting and ideally can also be involved.
Agking the principal and counselor to assist with special
needs, such as transportation. Young people with 'Cancer
also may need places to rest, have snacks or be by themselves for a while.

'

The Student
In The Classroom

a.

lir hose with cancer should be accepted for who they are. young

I people with a chronic:disease who require periodic treatment.
If the cancer is ignored, a major part of the young person's life is
overlooked. On the other hand, if thecancer is made the over
whelrhing concem,/the other important aspects of the young per
son's life may be neglected. Some concessions will be necessary,
of course, but a balance must be struck between what students
can reasonably do and what they must do for their own self
,
image.
Like their peers, youlikpeople with cancer need love, support,
and un rstanding. But they should not be overprotected, the
'same 1 its on behavior apply to students with cancer as to their
classmates. Teachers should discipline and hold reasonable
academic expectations for young patients. Doing less will rob
them of pride in learning and accomplishment and will prevent
arnaradene with their pees. Obvious special treatment will create
I
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resentment among classmates and can be devastating t4 the stu
dent with dancer. For example, assignment deadlines may need
to be correlated with a student's-treatment schedule. However,
the completed work should be evaluated by Ale mine criteria used
for the rest of the class.
,
Teachers should also be alert to any new learning or behavioral
problems (pesrighting, hostility, irritability) which should be
brought tb th
ntion of the person acting as haiaon between
the school, family and treatment center.
It is also important for students with cancer to feel a part of
their (.1,4cs, mien if absences for medical reasons preclude full time
attendance; You should considersending assignments to the young
perscm at home or to the hospital, many medical centers have
programs foi students to continue school work. Other approaches,
including attending school for part of the day or being tutored, can
be used, depending on the school ankthe situation.

Classmates
,

The parents of the young person with cancer and the.student, if
old enough, should be consulted before you discuss the illness
with class members. Some school districts also require prior written permission from the parents of eachielass member. The con
tent 'and manner of coniucsting discussions Will vary according to
,students' ages, preferences of the parents and the student with
cancer, a.nd yourwishes.
The following suggestions from educators-who have taught
students with cancer may be useful:
Begin fly aslcthg students in the class how thy want to be
treated when they are ill or how they feel when they are
around someone (of any age) who is sick. Use answers to
these questionaas bases for thscusiilig 'how classmates might
treat their friend with cancer.
Explain to classmates the type of cancer their friend has,
the kind of treatment he receives, and the ways the disease
and treatment may affect his appearance and/or behaviOr.
This is particu'larly useful in dealing with embarrassing side
effects such as temporary weight gain or hair loss. Class-

9
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mates who know that thess,chAnges come about bectuseoX
the lifesaving therapy their friend? receiving ate less likely
toiteaseand may even defend him againit the ill-considered
remarks.of outsiders. Also, reassure classmates that they
can't "catch" cancer and emphAsi2e that no one knows
what causes-it.
Ci Prepare a health or science unit for the study of cancer. Assi groups of class fatintbers to develop research reports o
miecific type Of deicer treatment, So side effects, mak
1.11;asure that source material is up-to-date. When completed reports are attend with the clam, students will have basic
knowledge about cancer as well as their classmate's disease.
ID Invite Personnel from thj treatment center or another
ontimization (one teacher involved the social worker from
the local American Cancer Society officq) to make o presentation to the class. This approach should be a supparnent,
rather than substitute, for class discussion led by the teacher.
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Classmates are sure to have questions and be concerned about
their friend at other times during the illness. Most young people
-.kith cancer prefei answering questions directly rather than having
to deal with mute stares or turning away.
If teasing occurs, find out if CIassinates feel the student with
cancer get unfair attention, pampering, or special consideration
above what is really necessary. Are they frightened and putting,
distance between titmselvel; and the patient as a defense? Are
they normally aggressive? Through stories, discussion.and role
playing you can heIrteasers understand their own motives and discover mere desirable ways of coping with the situation and the
feelings which give riseto teasing.

Ii
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Keeping In Touch
,/,'

unexplained absences of the young person with can
unexp
weer may0 anxiety provoking for other students. Encourage
Prolonged,
classmates to write their friend and, if it is convenient for the
If/ parents and the student.w;ith cancer, a few classmates might visit
'him. Whatever the arrangements, it is vital for the young person
with cancer to feel part of the c .
In the words of one te her:
My student was present in y classroom only 36 days of
the school year due to can r and subsequent breakages of
leg. However, he was a class member every day. My
students wrote him every other week. We sent Halloween
candy, Christmas cards, Valentines, birthday cards and
get-well cards. We visited him at home (as a class) which
his parents wanted. It made his later return to school much
easier. I encouraged telephone calls by students and refused to let the children forget him.
Jr-

Other, Medical Concerns
have other health-reiged concerns about the student
ith cancer. The most common are
Activities. In general, young people with cancer should be en
Vouraged to undertake all activities-suited to their age. Most set a
pace teat is comfortable for them and do not have to be cautibned
am:mat overexertion. Do not assume what the patient can or can
not do, however. Through the school liaison, maintain contact
with the parelts and treatment center concerning speciallimita
tions.
.4/
tbfections. No special precautions are necessary with the following
ar
. three exceptions. shingles (herpes zoster), chickenpox, and r
measles. Actual or suspected exposures mush immediately be r
ported 'to the parents and treatment center, as young people on
chemotherapy are especially vulnerable to these diseases. It may be
e measures that will prevent serious complications if
possible to
yzmay

4
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the exposure is immediately reported. Siblm9 exposure to these
parents. Not a day should bell
diseases must also beretibitecl to
0.21'5
lost.
Medical Crises. It is unusual for the young person nth cancer to
have a medical crisis in the classroom. Ask the parents, or school
or. hospital liaison if there are any Potential medical problems.
Treat minor medical problems (e.g., nausea, headaches), as you
would for any other student. Howevet, if these problems persist,
they should receive medical attention.
Health Screening. The student withp4er is subject to the same
hea1th.cosicerns and maladies of any other young persol,1/4 and re

quires routine health screening;For example, vision and hearing
tests are n
n routine basis just as they are for other
young people.
I
Communicability of Cancer. Cancer is not contagious. In this respect, consider your student as someone recovering from a broken
'bone rather than having a cold or the'flu.
.

-
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SpeciA ConOrns of

Junior *And Senior High
School Students
n.some,,ways, the experienees and,needs of adolescents with can
cer differ frqm those of youngerstOdents. These differences
reflect the developmental issues facing adolescents (i.e., independ
ence, peer acceptance, body image, and self worth), ps.well as the
'Mechanics of secondary as oppqsed to elementary rkhools.
Cancer often interfeies with dip dclolescent's attempts to
achieve indepenclence from parents and other adults. The illness
and treatment may involve limitation of activities and temporarily
place the adolescent in the position of being cared for like a
younger child. Since the.parents feat losing the young person to
candor, they may tighten theire-slontrol even more, leading to
inevitable conflict. If you noticq or suspect this situation with
your student or, as an authority figure, are the object of rebellion,
counseling by trained profess$pnals from the medical center br
school can help opeh.linea of communication. Oncellie dynamics
of th tuation are ttnderstood by parents, counselors can assist all
13
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concerned to allow the student more freedom of choice in his
school and liome life.
At a time when peer pressure aEsumes vital importance, the
adolescent with cancer is quickly classified as "different," both by
the fact of thevillness and by, any visible manifestations of treat
pent, such as hair lou or weight gain. Also, ceftain types of can
cer are more common among adolescents than young children, and
treatment results In Obviousilodi changes. For example, adolescents are more likely to develop a bone tumor requiring amputa
limitations can
ton and a lepgthy rehabilitation process. Fhys
school activities,
Interfere with participation in sports and o
creating sante of isolatjon. Teasing or rejec on by peers can
result in varying degrees of withdrawal from extracurricular
activitias,or even from school. You can help by encouraging the
younts,penon's partitipation Sere possible,in social activities that,
foster peer acceptance. It you are aware of problems virth other
studegts, y u can intercede to resolve the conflict. This is not to
stunt that such simple solutions will always be readily apparent
or even workkaable. If, for example, the student writ a "loner"
bufore diagnosis, the task of encouraging acceptance by classmates
becomes very difficult.
14
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The size and complexity of junior and senior high schools also
influence the student's ability to,reehter school successfully.
Where the elementary student has only one or a few teachers,
secondary students must deal with many teachers, some of whom
are new each quarter or semester, and many have no information
'about the illness and treatment.
Similarly, teachers cannot easily inform all students m the
school of the yog person's illness. Thus, while immediate classmeter may be iniTs.Widing and supportive. ridicule can come
from students in other classes orgrade levels.
Policies needstary to thopeiation of a large school can create
problems for the young person if communication is poor and special arrangements-are not made. For instance, rules against weaning
hats in class may' create embarrassment for the student without
hair, whose teacher, unaware of the illness, may demand that the
it hat be removed Schedule changes, necessary fin medical care, can
sometimes be tlifficutt,tearrange. While physical education requirements may be waived completely, it is often more difficult,
for faculty members to allow the student limited participation vr
alternatives to active involvement.
The larger classeI and greater number of teacheip may make it
more difficult for the young person to maintain contact with the
school during periods of extended absence. This can lead to a
reluctancegin the student's part to return toichool when well
again for fear of social awkwardness and difficulty in "catching

For students with motor problems (weakness, impaired coordinationtor leg amputajion), the size and structure of the school ,t..
building may, pose probleins in arriving at classes on time.
, Part of the solution to many of these problems is commul tion As previously mentionedrone person In the school should be
made respons' le for contact with the student's medical staff and
for cif*, tem'
informed& to, all
. teachers involved with the
,
student.
Ongoing contact between medical staff, faculty representative,
and other faculty members is essential throughout the year, especially at the beginning of semesters and when the student's medical coninpon changes, e.g., complications 'from treatment, relapse,
or-,secondaly illness.

A single individual who has rapport with the young peison
should meet frequekly with him to discuss the student's academic
progress and social interaction. Other teachers should become
aware that thisiindividual is the "trouble shooter" to whom proB- .
lems concerning the young person should be referred.
...r.
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Terminal Illness
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,
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donated to the school. Organizing such a project aid raising funds
for it can be a valuable experience for classmates as well as provid
ing the parents, brothers, and sisters of the young person with
tangible and usually greatly appreciated evidence of the extent to
which others share their feelings of loss.
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Conclusion
Educators who have worked closely with young p%tients have
found the expenence rewarding and enriching. Working with
the family and health care team, educators did maintain and better
the quality of life for the student. In burn, young people with
cancer have much to teach those around them. Their sharpened
sense of values and purpose is thought- proyoking for peers and
educators alike. The courage and strengtlithey display while cop
ing with the illness affirm the richness of life and learning.

4

Additional Information
Progress and developments in cancer the young have been so
rapid that information printed befq(e the hid 1970's is often

rr

outdated and generally more pessimistic than ,current informa
tion. focal chapters of the Amencan Cancer Society and the
Leukemia Society of Amenca have materiabson pediatric cowers
that. are available free of charge. Additional sources of information
.
include:
*
CANDLELIGHTERS FOUNDATION
123C Street, S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003
A mutual support and self-help group of parents of children
with cancer dedicated to unproved communications, informa
lion, and treatment. Bibliographies of materials on death and
dying are 'available free 9f charge for children and teachers of
AN
young people with cancer.
17
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CANCER INFORMATION CL'EARINGHOUSE (CIC)
National Cancer Institute
(
.
Building 31, Room i 0A18
Bethesda; Maryland',20205
i
A service of the Office of Cancer Communications of the Na,
tional Cancer Institute, the CIC TrOvideske information link
between information and progrim sources incl potential users.
Bibliographies of materials on cancer {of patients and the
public are available free of charge.

a

Cancer Information
Service
Cancer Information Service (CIS) is a toll-free telephone
inquiry system that supplies information about cancer and
" cancer-related resources to the general public, cancer patients and
then families, and health professionals. CIS is administered by the
National Cancer Institute, and most CIS offices are associated with
, Comprehensive Cancer Centers.
A list of CIS offices by statwith regional toll free thimbers fol
lows:
1-80D-638- 6070
ALASKA:
SOU;HERN CALIFORNIA
1.800-262-9066
from (213, 714, and 805):
,1800-3321850
i
COLORADO:
1-8S0-922- 0824
CONNECTICUT:
1-800. 523.3586
DELAWARE:
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
(Includ suburban Maryland,
(202) 636-5704
and Northern Virginia)
1. 800-432-5953
FLORIDA:
1400.3274332
.GEORGIA:
The

k

HAWAII

.

Oahu: 7Neighbor Islhnds, ask operatbr
for Enterprise 6702
ILLINOIS:
6
1

t

8

21

5241234
1.800.972-0586

4
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KENTUCKY:
MAINE:
MAkYLAND:
I MASSACHUSETTS:
MINNESOTA:
MONTANA:
NEW HAMPSHIRE:
NEW JERSEY: '

1.800-432-b321.

%
wea

1-800-225-7034
800-492-1444

1-800-957420

Raw MxIco:-;

4

NEW YORK STATE:
NEWiYORK CITY;
CAROLINA:
NORTH 1/AKOTA:
NI,LOHIO:

0

1-860-672-09U
1-800-328-5188
800-282-6522
1. 800-'822-3963
1. 800-328-5188
1. 800-392-2040

,

7PENNSYLVANIA:
SOUTH DAKOTA:
TEXAS:
VERMONT:
WASHINGTON:
WISCONSIN:
WYO?4ING:

ALL OTHER AREAS:

1-800-582-5262
1.800-525-0231
1. 800-225-7034
800-523-3586
1-800-525-0231
1-800-462-7255
\ 212494-7982

I

.800i225-7034
1-8001152:7212
1:800. 362-8038
1. 800-525-0231

"
.

,

800-638-6694

ri
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